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Chapterr 8 

Correlatedd X-ray spectral and timing 
behaviorr of the black hole candidate 
XTEE J1550-564: a new interpretation of 
blackk hole states 

Jeroenn Homan, Rudy Wijnands, Michiel van der Klis, Tomaso Belloni, Jan van Paradijs, 
Marcc Klein-Wolt, Rob Fender, & Mariano Méndez 

AstrophysicalAstrophysical Journal Supplements, 132, 377 

Abstract t 

Wee present an analysis of data of the black hole candidate and X-ray transient XTE J1550-
564,, taken with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer between 1998 November 22 and 1999 May 
20.. During this period the source went through several different states, which could be divided 
intoo soft and hard states based on the relative strength of the high energy spectral component. 
Thesee states showed up as distinct branches in the color-color and hardness-intensity dia-
grams,, connecting to form a structure with a comb-like topology, the branch corresponding 
too the soft state forming the spine and the branches corresponding to the various hard states 
formingg the teeth of the comb. 

Thee power spectral properties of the source were strongly correlated with its position 
onn the branches. The broad band noise became stronger, and changed from power law like 
too band-limited, as the spectrum became harder. Three types of quasi-periodic oscillations 
(QPOs)) were found: 1-18 Hz and 102-284 Hz QPOs on the hard branches, and 16-18 Hz 
QPOss on and near the soft branch. The 1-18 Hz QPOs on the hard branches could be divided 
inn three sub-types. The frequencies of the high and low frequency QPOs on the hard branches 
weree correlated with each other, and anticorrelated with spectral hardness. The changes in 
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Figuree 8.1: The one-day averaged All Sky Monitor (ASM) 2-12 keV light curve of XTE 
J1550-564.. The dashed line marks the beginning of the PCA data set used in this paper. 

QPOO frequency suggest that the inner disc radius only increases by a factor of 3 4̂ as the 
sourcee changes from a soft to a hard state. 

Ourr results on XTE J1550-564 strongly favor a two-dimensional description of black 
holee behavior, where the regions near the spine of the comb in the color-color diagram can be 
identifiedd with the high state, and the teeth with transitions from the high state, via the inter-
mediatee state (which includes the very high state) to the low state, and back. The two physical 
parameterss underlying this two-dimensional behavior, vary to a large extent independently, 
andd could for example be the accretion rate through the disk and the size of the Comptonizing 
regionn causing the hard tail. The difference between the various teeth is then associated with 
thee mass accretion rate through the disk, suggesting that high state <-> low state transitions 
cann occur at any disk mass accretion rate and that these transitions are primarily caused by 
another,, independent parameter. We discuss how this picture could tie in with the canonical, 
one-dimensionall  behavior of black hole candidates that has usually been observed. 

8.11 Introduction 

Thee X-ray transient XTE J1550-564 was discovered on 1998 September 7 (Smith 1998) with 
thee All Sky Monitor (ASM) on board the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). Soon after 
opticall  (Orosz et al. 1998) and radio (Campbell-Wilson et al. 1998) counterparts were identi-
fied.fied. Observations with the RXTE Proportional Counter Array (PCA) were performed on an 
almostt daily basis between 1998 September 7 and 1999 May 20. 

Thee 1998/1999 outburst of XTE J1550-564 consisted of two parts, separated by a mini-
mumm that occurred around 1998 December 3 (MJD 51150; see Figure 8.1). The first part of 
thee outburst (until MJD 51150) has been the subject of work by Cui et al. (1999, timing be-
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haviorr during the rise), Sobczak et al. (1999, spectral behavior), and Remillard et al. (1999a, 
timingg behavior). During the initial 10 day rise a quasi-periodic oscillation (QPO) was found, 
togetherr with a second harmonic (Cui et al. 1999). It had a frequency between 82 mHz and 4 
Hzz that smoothly increased with the X-ray flux. During the strong flare (reaching 6.8 Crab) 
thatt occurred around MJD 51075 (Remillard et al. 1998), a QPO was found with a frequency 
off  185 Hz (Remillard et al. 1999a). High frequency oscillations were also found on three other 
occasions,, with frequencies between 161 and 238 Hz. Low frequency QPOs (3-13 Hz) were 
alsoo observed, during the strong flare and the decay of the first part of the outburst. Correla-
tionss between spectral parameters and the low frequency QPOs (for the entire outburst) have 
beenn presented by Sobczak et al. (2000b). 

Traditionallyy the behavior of black hole X-ray transients has been described in terms of 
transitionss between four canonical black hole states (for overviews of black hole spectra and 
powerr spectra we refer to Tanaka & Lewin 1995 and van der Kli s 1995a). The classification 
off  an observation into one of these four states is based on luminosity, spectral and timing 
properties,, and on the order in which they occur. 

Thee spectra of black hole X-ray binaries are often described in terms of a disk blackbody 
component,, believed to be coming from an accretion disk, and a power law tail at high ener-
gies,, which is thought to arise in a Comptonizing region (e.g. Sunyaev & Titarchuk 1980). 
Thee power spectra can be described by a (broken) power law, with sometimes one or more 
QPOO peaks superimposed. The parameter usually thought to determine the state of the black 
holee is the mass accretion rate. The definitions of the different states are rather loose and have 
shownn some variation between authors; we therefore only give a general overview of the four 
canonicall  states in order of inferred increasing mass accretion rate: 

 Low State (LS): The 2-20 keV X-ray spectrum can be described by a single power law, 
withh a photon index (T) of ~ 1.5 plus sometimes a weak disk blackbody component 
(kT(kT <1 keV; less than a few percent of the total luminosity). The power spectrum 
showss strong band-limited noise with a typical strength of 20-50% rms and a break 
frequencyy (v&) below 1 Hz. 

 Intermediate State (IS): In the X-ray spectrum both the power law (T «2.5) and disk 
blackbodyy components (kT ^,1 keV) are present. The noise in the power spectrum is 
weakerr (typically 5-20% rms) and the break frequency is higher (v̂ , «1-10 Hz) than in 
thee LS. QPOs between 1 and 10 Hz are sometimes observed. 

 High State (HS): The X-ray spectrum is dominated by the disk blackbody component 
(kT(kT «1 keV), and the power law component (T « 2 — 3) is weak or absent. The noise in 
thee power spectrum is power law like and very weak, with a strength of less than 2-3% 
rms. . 

 Very High State (VHS): Like in the IS the X-ray spectrum is a combination of a disk 
blackbodyy (kT «1-2 keV) and a power law (T « 2.5). The power spectrum shows noise, 
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thatt can either be HS-like (power law) or LS-like (band-limited; 1-15% rms, vb «1-10 
Hz).. QPOs are often seen in the VHS with frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz. 

Notee that there is littl e difference between the power spectral and X-ray spectral properties 
off  the VHS and IS, although conventionally the total flux in the VHS is described as much 
higherr than that in the IS (Belloni et al. 1996; Méndez & van der Kli s 1997; Belloni et al. 
1997).. The reason that me IS was introduced as a separate state (Belloni et al. 1997) basically 
iss that it occurred in GS 1124-68 at epochs when the source appeared to be evolving gradually 
fromm HS to LS and had a flux that was only 10% of that during the peak of the VHS (Ebisawa 
ett al. 1994). It could not, therefore, in the one-dimensional classification outlined above, be 
identifiedd with the VHS which by definition occurs at the upper end of the inferred mass 
accretionn range, above the HS. All three states, LS, IS, and VHS are characterized by the 
presencee of strong band limited noise and a hard power law component, and are in that sense 
muchh more similar to each other than to the HS, which is characterized by these features being 
veryy weak or absent. 

Accordingg to Sobczak et al. (1999) XTE Jl550-564 went through the VHS, HS, and IS 
duringg the first part of the outburst. In this paper we present a study of the correlated spectral 
andd timing behavior of XTE J1550-564 during the second part of its outburst. We will discuss 
thee results for XTE J1550-564 using some of the canonical terminology, in order to compare 
ourr results with those of other transients. However, we will also discuss the discrepancies 
off  the canonical one-dimensional model with the results obtained for XTE J1550-564; these 
discrepanciess concern in particular the way in which the various states relate to each other. We 
findd the source moved through all the four black hole states, in a way that is highly suggestive 
off  a new two dimensional interpretation of the black hole states. 

Inn Section 8.2 we explain our analysis methods. Our results are presented in Sections 8.3, 
8.4,, and 8.5. These sections are intended for the specialized reader, the level of detail is rather 
high.. A separate summary of the most important results is therefore given at the beginning of 
thee discussion (Section 8.6). We end by summarizing our main conclusions in Section 8.7. 

8.22 Observations and analysis 

Forr our analysis we used all Public Target Of Opportunity RXTE/PCA (Bradt et al. 1993; 
Jahodaa et al. 1996) data for XTE J1550-564 taken between 1998 November 22 23:38 UTC 
(MJDD 51139) and 1999 May 20 19:37 UTC (MJD 51318). This adds up to 171 single ob-
servations,, corresponding to a total observing time of ~400 ks. When we refer to a single 
observation,, we mean a part of the data with its own unique RXTE observation ID; all obser-
vationss wil l be referred to by their Modified Julian Date (MJD) at the start of the observation. 
Inn all light curves and color-color diagrams each point represents one single observation, un-
lesss otherwise stated. 

Thee PC A data were obtained in several different modes (see Table 8.1), some of which 
weree active simultaneously. On 1999 March 22 (MJD 51259), the high voltages of the PCA 
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Date e 

22/11/1998-20/05/1999 9 
(MJDD 51139-51318) 

22/11/1998-22/03/1999 9 
(MJDD 51139-51259) 

22/03/1999-29/04/1999 9 
(MJDD 51259-51297) 

30/04/1999-20/05/1999 9 
(MJDD 51297-51318) 

Timee Resolution (s) 

2 - 33 (Standard 1) 
244 (Standard 2) 
2 - 8 8 

2-13 3 
2-13 3 
2-16 6 

2 - 8 8 
2-13 3 
2-13 3 
2-16 6 

2-20 0 

## Energy Channels 

1 1 
129 9 

8 8 
1 1 
1 1 
16 6 

8 8 
1 1 
1 1 
16 6 

256 6 

Energyy Range (keV) 

2-60 0 
2-60 0 

2-13.1 1 
2-6.5 5 
6.5-13.1 1 
13.1-60 0 

2-15.8 8 
2-7.9 9 
7.9-15.8 8 
15.8-60 0 

2-60 0 

Tablee 8.1: Data modes of the RXTE Proportional Counter Array (PC A). The firstt column gives s 
thee dates during which the different modes were active (MJDs in brackets). The Standard 1 
andd 2 modes (top two lines) were always active. 

instrumentt were changed, resulting in a different energy gain. The count rates and the colors 
obtainedd after this change (gain Epoch 4) can not be directly compared with the data obtained 
beforee the change (gain Epoch 3). Data obtained during satellite slews, Earth occultations, 
andd South Atlantic Anomaly passages were removed from our data set. 

Thee Standard 2 data (see Table 1) were used to create light curves, color curves, color-color 
diagramss (CDs), and a hardness-intensity diagram (HID). Only data of proportional counter 
unitss (PCUs) 0 and 2 were used for this, since these were the only two that were active during 
alll  the observations. All PCA count rates and colors given in this paper are only for those 
twoo PCUs combined. The data were background subtracted, but dead time corrections (<6%) 
weree not applied. For the light curves and colors, the photon energy channel boundaries were 
chosenn in such a way that the corresponding energies for Epoch 3 and 4 matched as well as 
possible.. A color is the ratio of the count rates in two energy bands. We define the soft color 
(SC)) as the ratio of the count rates in the 6.2-15.7 keV and 2-6.2 keV bands (Epoch 3), or 
6.1-15.88 keV and 2-6.1 keV bands (Epoch 4); hard color (HC) is defined as the ratio of the 
countt rates in the 15.7-19.4 keV and 2-6.2 keV bands (Epoch 3), or 15.8-19.4 keV and 2-6.1 
keVV bands (Epoch 4). This definition of colors, with the same band in the denominator for 
bothh the hard and soft color, has the advantage that comparison with a two-component model 
iss straightforward. Namely, if the source spectrum is dominated by the contribution from 
twoo spectral components (in our case a disk blackbody and a power law), then a color data 
pointt will lie on the line connecting the color points of the individual spectral components 
(Wadee 1982; van Teeseling & Verbunt 1994) and the ratio of distances from the data point to 
thee points representing the components is the inverse ratio of their contribution in the 2-6.2 
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keVV (Epoch 3) or 2-6.1 keV (Epoch 4) bands. For the HID we used the 2-60 keV count 
ratee (representing the full energy range covered by the PCA) as intensity, and the hard color 
(seee above) as hardness. The observation starting at MJD 51298.18 was included in the light 
curves,curves, but not in the CD, HID, and color curves, since at high energies the source could not 
bee detected above the background. 

Thee Standard 2 data were also used to perform a number of spectral fits. The spectra were 
backgroundd subtracted, and fitted in the 2.5-25.0 keV (Epoch 3) or 3.1-25.0 keV (Epoch 4) 
band,, using a systematic error of 2%. Fits were made with XSPEC 10.00, using a fit  function 
thatt consisted of a disk blackbody, a power law, a Gaussian line with a fixed energy of 6.5 
keVV and a width of 1-1.5 keV, and an edge around 7 keV. Interstellar absorption was modeled 
usingg the Wisconsin cross sections (Morrison & McCammon 1983), with NH fixed to a value 
off  2 x 1022 atoms/cm2 (Sobczak et al. 1999). We found that the results of the spectral fits were 
veryy sensitive to the version of the PCA response matrix we used. The response matrices were 
initiallyy created using FTOOLS version 4.2 and later with the updated version 5.0. Our initial 
fitss showed that the inner disk radius and color temperature of the disk blackbody component 
were,, respectively, correlated and anticorrelated with the hardness of the spectrum. However, 
bothh correlations were found to be reversed when using the updated version of the response 
matrices.. In view of this we decided to omit the spectral fits from the current paper, and only 
discusss the spectral behavior using the color-color diagrams (which are matrix-independent). 
Forr a complete spectral analysis of XTE J1550-564 we refer to Sobczak et al. (1999, 2000a). 

Thee three high time resolution modes (with time resolution < 2- 13 s, see Table 8.1) were 
usedd to produce 1/16-512 Hz power spectra in their respective energy bands and in the com-
binedd 2-60 keV band; the same was done for the 2~20 s mode (MJD 51297-51318), which 
wass split into three energy bands with similar energy ranges. In order to study the variability 
att lower frequencies, 1/128-128 Hz power spectra were created in the 2-60 keV band, and for 
somee observations also in 8 energy bands covering 2-60 keV. No background or dead time 
correctionss were applied to the data before the power spectra were created; the effect of dead 
timee on the Poisson noise was accounted for in the power spectral fits. The power spectra were 
selectedd on time, count rate, color, or a combination of these, before they were averaged and 
fitted.. Although most of the power spectra presented in this paper are normalized according 
too Leahy et al. (1983), the actual power spectral fits were made to power spectra that were rms 
normalizedd (van der Kli s 1995b). 

Thee power spectra were fitted with a combination of several functions. A constant was 
usedd to represent the Poisson level. The noise at low frequencies was fitted with a power 
laww (P oc v_ a) , or with a broken power law (P <*  v_ctl for V < v ,̂; P <*  v_ot2 for v > v^). In 
practice,, the low frequency noise component in the power spectra of most observations could 
bee fitted with a single power law. However, when combining several observations, due to the 
smallerr uncertainties, it became apparent that a single power law did not yield acceptable fits, 
especiallyy around 1 Hz; using a broken power law for those combined observations resulted 
inn much better fits. For the single observations we continued using a single power law, since 
forr a broken power law the break frequency was poorly constrained, and %2 did not differ 
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significantlyy between the two fit functions. Most QPOs were fitted with a Lorentzian, P °= 
[(vv - vc)

2 + (FWHM/2)2}'1, where vc is the central frequency and FWHM the full-width-
at-half-maximum.. In some cases narrow QPOs were found for which a Lorentzian provided 
inadequatee fits; in those cases a Gaussian was used, P <*  e^~Vc  ̂ / , where vc is the central 
frequencyy and a the width of the Gaussian. Furthermore, we sometimes used an exponentially 
cutofff  power law (P <*  v_ae_v/Vc«'0^) to fit  an extra noise component at low frequencies. 
Thee errors on the fit parameters were determined using Ax2 = 1. The energy dependence 
off  the power spectral features was in general obtained by fixing all parameters, except the 
amplitude,, to their values obtained in a specific band. However, in some cases, when the 
shapee of the QPOs was found to change between energy bands, the FWHM and/or frequency 
weree not fixed. Upper limits on the strength of the power spectral features were determined 
byy fixing all their parameters, except the amplitude, to values obtained in another energy band 
orr observation, and using A^2 = 2.71 (95% confidence). 

Unlesss otherwise stated, all the power spectral parameters are those in the 2-60 keV band, 
andd the noise rms amplitude is that in the 0.01-1 Hz range. 

8.33 Light curves and color-color  diagrams 

Figuree 8.1 shows the one-day averaged ASM 2-12 keV light curve of the 1998/1999 outburst 
off  XTE J1550-564, with the dashed line marking the start of our PCA data set. It shows a 
broadd local minimum around MJD 51150, which naturally divides the outburst into two parts. 
Followingg this minimum (~8.5 ASM counts s_1) the count rate increased by a factor of 10 
withinn 20-25 days, and then rose to about 200 counts s_1 in 40 days. After a relatively flat 
topp XTE J1550-564 showed an initially slow decline (~55 days) to about 100 ASM counts 
j - 1 ,, which was followed by a decrease by a factor of 100 in ~45 days. On one day during 
duringg the first part of the decline, MJD 51250, the ASM light curve showed a strong dip; 
thee count rate was found to be ~40% lower than in the two adjacent observations (see also 
Sectionn 8.4.3). At the end of the outburst, around MJD 51310, two small flares occurred, 
reachingg a few ASM counts s~l. Although XTE J1550-564 never again reached the level of 
thee MJD 51074-51076 flare (6.8 Crab or ~490 ASM counts s_1), it was bright (in the 2-12 
keVV band) for a longer period of time during the second part than during the first part of the 
outburst;; during the first part it was observed above 150 counts s^1 on only six days, during 
thee second part it was above this level on more than 70 days. 

Thee PCA data set used in our analysis started on MJD 51138 (dashed line in Figure 8.1), 
justt before the minimum between the two parts of the outburst was reached. PCA light curves 
inn different energy bands are shown in Figures 8.2a-f. The time of the PCA gain change is 
indicatedd by the dotted line. As expected, the overall 2-60 keV light curve, dominated by the 
contributionn of the low energy bands, has a shape that is similar to that of the ASM light curve. 
Notee that as the photon energy increases, the local minimum near MJD 51150 occurs later and 
seemss to become broader. While the light curves in the low energy bands have more or less the 
samee profile as in the ASM light curve, in the high energy bands they look strikingly different. 
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Figuree 8.2: The background subtracted PCA light curves in six energy bands (a-f), and the 
softt (g) and hard color (h) curves. The dotted line indicates the date of the PCA gain change 
(seee Section 8.2). Energy bands are given for Epoch 3 (upper left corner) and Epoch 4 (upper 
rightt corner). Note that all curves, except (f), are plotted logarithmically. In (e) the locations 
off  the flares (1-5) and branches (I-V) are indicated. Errors in the light curves are smaller than 
thee symbol size, and are therefore omitted. See Section 8.2 for the energy bands used to create 
thee color curves. 
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Figuree 8.3: Color-color diagrams for RXTE Gain Epoch 3 (a) and Epoch 4 (b). The inset in 
(b)) shows an enlargement of the lower left part of the track in (b). Errors in (a) are omitted 
sincee they were smaller than the symbol size. The definition of the colors can be found in 
Sectionn 8.2. The squares give the expected location for a pure disk blackbody spectrum, with 
differentt temperatures as indicated, and the triangles those for a pure power law spectrum, 
withh different indices as indicated. The begin and end points of the data are marked. The 
locationss of the flares and hard branches are indicated by 1-5 and I-V, respectively. The 
RXTE/PCAA observation taken on the day of our radio observation (MJD 51248) is indicated 
inn (a) by 'ATCA'. 

Thee light curve in Figure 8.2e shows several strong flares on top of the overall outburst profile, 
andd above 17.5 keV (Fig. 8.2f) the light curve is dominated by these flares. For later use the 
relativelyy small flares were numbered 1 to 5 (Fig. 8.2e), and the bigger (and broader) ones, 
thatt clearly showed up as branches in the CD (see below) were numbered I to V. 

Figuress 8.2g and 8.2h show the evolution of soft and hard color with time. The change 
fromm Epoch 3 to 4 is again indicated by a dotted line. Until the end of flare/branch II the colors 
weree quite well correlated with the count rate in all energy bands, the only clear exception 
beingg the drop in hard color during the rise (MJD 51150-51160). After that, while the count 
ratess dropped, the colors increased (indicating a hardening of the spectrum) and were only 
correlatedd with the count rates during flares/branches III-V (see Fig. 8.2e). 

Combiningg the two color curves, two color-color diagrams (CDs) were produced. The 
CDss for Epoch 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 8.3a and 8.3b, respectively. In both CDs we also 
plottedd the expected colors for a disk blackbody (DBB) spectrum at different temperatures 
(squares),, and the expected colors for a power law spectrum with different indices (triangles), 
bothh for an assumed A^ of 2 x 1022 atoms cm~2 (Sobczak et al. 1999). Note that the values of 
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thee expected colors (unlike the observed colors) do depend on the version of the PCA response 
matrixx that is used; the lines in Figure 8.3 were produced using FTOOLS version 4.2. As 
explainedd in Section 8.2, if the energy spectrum were a combination of only a DBB and a 
powerr law, then the corresponding point in die CD would lie on the straight line that connects 
thee appropriate point on the DBB curve with the one on the power law curve. Although fits 
showw that more spectral components are needed to obtain a good x2 (see e.g. Sobczak et al. 
1999),, we do gain some insight into how the parameters (temperature of the DBB, index of 
thee power law) and relative strength of the two most important spectral components behave. 

Thee pattern traced out in the CD before the gain change (Figure 8.3a) shows roughly 
threee branches. A spectrally soft branch lies very close and nearly parallel to the DBB curve 
betweenn 0.8 and 1.05 keV, and two spectrally hard branches (I and II, corresponding to big 
flaress I and II in Figure 8.2) that lie more or less parallel to the power law curve. It should 
bee noted that the values for the temperature are read from the CD; values obtained from 
spectrall  fits yield a maximum temperature of ~ 1.1 keV (instead of 1.05 keV), see Sobczak 
ett al. (2000a). In the following, we give a short description of how the source moved through 
thee CD. The spectrum of the first observation, on MJD 51139 (marked BEGIN in Figure 8.3a), 
cann be described as a combination of a DBB and a power law spectrum; it neither lies close 
too the DBB curve nor to the power law curve. As time progressed the source moved to the 
leftt in the CD along branch I, i.e. towards a pure DBB spectrum. Around MJD 51157 the 
sourcee was located close to the DBB curve, with a temperature of ~0.8 keV. Subsequently the 
temperaturee increased to ~ 1.0 keV, while the source stayed close to the DBB curve. Around 
MJDD 51180, at SC~0.13 in the CD, the source suddenly left the DBB curve in the direction 
off  the power law curve (flare 1), indicating a relative increase in the strength of the power law 
component.. On MJD 51182 the source had returned close to the DBB curve, with a somewhat 
higherr temperature than before. After that, the temperature increased to a maximum value 
off  ~1.05 keV (on MJD 51204), and then decreased to ~ 1.0 keV (on MJD 51235). During 
thiss period four more flares (4-5) occurred, around MJDs 51200, 51208, 51215, and 51231 
(seee also Figure 8.2e). Similar to flare 1, these four flares also pointed away from the DBB 
curve.. After each flare, except flare 5, the source returned to the DBB curve at a similar 
temperaturee as before. During the decay of flare 5 a new (big) flare started, which developed 
intoo branch/flare II. This branch lay relatively close to the power law curve, indicating that 
thee power law became the dominant spectral component. The spectrally hardest observation 
onn branch II was the one on MJD 51250. After MJD 51250, the source moved back into the 
directionn of the DBB curve again, but at a lower temperature. The time it took the source 
too move down branch II was shorter than for it to move up that branch, ~4.5 days and ~9 
days,, respectively. The transition down from HC=0.02 to HC=0.008 even occurred in less 
thann one day. After the gain change, on MJD 51260 (see inset in Figure 8.3b, indicated by 
BEGIN)) the source was found relatively close to the DBB curve. A small branch (III ) was traced 
outt around MJD 51272, almost parallel to the power law curve. From MJD 51283 to 51298 
anotherr branch (IV) was traced out which also lay parallel to the power law curve. Finally, 
duringg the last observations (MJDs 51299-51318) a branch (V) was traced out, that pointed 
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Figuree 8.4: Hardness-Intensity diagram of the PCA data, with the 2-60 keV count rate as 
intensity.. Bullets are RXTE Gain Epoch 3 data, stars Epoch 4 data. The location of the flares 
(1-5)) and hard branches (I-V) is given. See Section 8.2 for definition of hard color. 

towardss the regions of the power law curve with indices lower than 2.5. 
Thee HID (2-60 keV count rate vs. hard color) is shown in Figure 8.4. It clearly shows that 

thee five flares (1-5) occurred at the highest count rates, and that the five branches (I-V) are 
welll  separated from each other in count rate. On each hard branch the count rate never varied 
moree than by a factor 2-3. Note that at the lowest count rates the observations between hard 
branchess tend to have harder spectra than those at higher count rates. 

8.44 Power spectra 

Thee power spectra will be presented in order of time, but when it seems more appropriate 
alsoo according to their position in the CD. We start by giving a short overview of the broad 
bandd power spectral behavior in the next paragraph. Then, a more detailed study follows of 
thee power spectra during the start of the second part of the outburst, the broad maximum and 
flares,flares, branch II, and the decay. 

Inn Figure 8.5b we show the total power in the 1/128-128 Hz power spectra as a function of 
time.. One can immediately see that increases in source variability occur whenever the source 
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Figuree 8.5: The fractional rms amplitude of 0.01-0.1 Hz noise (a) and the 1/128-128 Hz 
noisee (b) as a function of time. Some observations were added together, to obtain significant 
detections,, and they were each plotted at their combined value. Upper limits are depicted by 
smalll  arrows. Flares are labeled 1-5 in (a) and branches I-V in (b). 

iss on one of the five branches. Between MJDs 51150 and 51240, when the X-ray spectrum 
wass soft, the total power had a strength of 1% to 3% rms, which is typical for the high state. 
Similarr weak noise was also found between branches II, III , and IV. On branches I, II, and III 
thee power spectra had strengths between 5% and 15% rms, suggesting that the source was is 
thee intermediate and/or very high state. On the last two branches the power increased from 
aroundd 5% to almost 60% rms. Noise rms amplitudes of several tens of percent are usually 
onlyy found in the low state. 

8.4.11 Start of the second part of the outburst 

Duringg our first PCA observations the source was still in the decay of the first part of the 
outburst.. The power spectra of the first three observations (MJDs 51139-51143) were very 
similar.. Their combined 2-60 keV power spectrum (Figure 8.6a) showed band-limited noise 
att low frequencies, a peaked feature around 2.5 Hz and a QPO around 9 Hz, which were 
fittedfitted with, respectively, a broken power law, and two Lorentzians. The strength of the noise 
wass % rms, with vb = 4.2+°;;? Hz, a, = 0.1+°;;?, and a2 = . The peaked 
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Figuree 8.6: The combined power spectrum of the observations on MJD 51139-51143 in four 
energyy bands. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

componentt or QPO close to the break had a frequency of 6 Hz, a FWHM of 5 
Hz,, and an rms amplitude of . The QPO at 4 Hz had a FWHM of 8 
Hz,, and an rms amplitude of 3.8+Q3%. The power spectrum depended strongly on energy, 
ass can be seen from Figure 8.6. At low energies (Fig. 8.6b) it was dominated by the noise 
componentt with a peaked feature around the break, whereas at higher energies (Fig. 8.6c) 
bothh this peak and the noise component were replaced by a broad peak around 9 Hz. The 
moderatee noise strength and presence of QPOs classify these observations as IS/VHS. Since 
thee count rates in these observations are considerably lower than during earlier (and later) 
observationss where QPOs and moderate noise strengths were found, the source was probably 
inn the IS rather than in the VHS. These observations were also classified as IS by Sobczak 
ett al. (1999). It should be noted that by combining several power spectra, narrow features in 
thee individual power spectra may be smoothed out and form broad bumps like the one seen 
inn Figure 8.6c. For instance, Figure 8.7 shows the 6.5-13.1 keV power spectrum of the first 
off  the three observations, on MJD 51139. It could be fitted with QPOs at , , 

,, and 3 Hz and no broken power law needed (a weak, single power law at 
loww frequencies was used instead). This is reminiscent of the complex of harmonically related 
QPOss that was found during later observations (see Section 8.4.3). A small frequency shift 
betweenn different observations would at this point already be enough to smooth out all but the 
mostt significant peaks. 
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Figuree 8.7: The 6.5-13.1 keV power spectrum of the MJD 51139 observation. The solid line 
showss the best fit with four QPOs and a power law. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

Onn MJD 51145 the source had moved considerably down branch I, towards the DBB curve 
inn the CD (HC~0.01). The count rate had dropped from ~530 counts s_1, in the previous 
observations,, to ~340 counts s_1. The power spectrum did not show any QPO and was fitted 
withh a power law with a strength of less than 1% (a fixed to 1). Although the count rate 
actuallyy went down, the weak noise, the absence of QPOs, and the softer X-ray spectrum 
indicatee that the source had changed from the IS to the HS. 

Onn MJD 51147 the location in the CD was close to that of the first three observations, on 
MJDD 51139-51143, and the count rate had increased again to ~450 counts s_1. The power 
spectrumm looked similar to that of MJDs 51139-51143, but the more complex shape of the 
noisee made it necessary to use a fit function comprised of a power law, a power law with 
ann exponential cutoff (for the low frequency noise), and a Lorentzian (for a QPO around 7 
Hz).Hz). The power law component had an rms amplitude of 1.31 ̂ {5^% and an index of 1-2 Q̂ 3. 
Thee cutoff power law had an rms amplitude of , vcuro// = 7  1 Hz, and an index 
off  O.OiO.1. The QPO at 3 Hz had a FWHM of 2.3+̂  Hz and an rms amplitude of 
2-6 0̂0 \°fo- Like in the MJD 51139-51143 observations, the power spectrum showed a strong 
energyy dependence. The source had probably returned to the IS. 

Onn MJD 51150 the source was very close to the MJD 51145 observation in the CD, al-
thoughh the count rate was somewhat higher (~420 counts s_1). The power spectrum showed 
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Figuree 8.8: A comparison of the combined flare and interflare power spectra. Both (a) and (b) 
showw the flare and interflare power spectra. In (a) the fitted flare power spectrum (black) is 
shown,, with the interflare power spectrum (gray) for comparison, and in (b) the fitted interflare 
powerr spectrum (black) is shown, with the flare power spectrum (gray) for comparison.The 
solidd black lines in (a) and (b) are the best fits with a broken power law and a QPO (see Table 
8.22 for fit  results). The power spectra in this figure are rms normalized, and the Poisson level 
wass subtracted 

noo QPOs, and the power law noise was weak (less than 1%), which is typical for a HS. 
Afterr MJD 51150 the source moved closer to the DBB curve, along branch I. From MJDs 

511522 to 51178 (HC~0, SC~0.5-0.13) the individual power spectra could be described by a 
singlee power law with an index of ~1 and a strength that increased from ~0.5% to ~2% rms. 
Duringg this period the count rate increased from ~470 to ~7950 counts s~'. 

8.4.22 The broad maximum and the flares 

Duringg the broad maximum of the source five flares were observed (see Figure 8.2). We 
comparedd the averaged power spectrum of these flares with that of the parts between the 
flaresflares (hereafter 'interflares'). For the interflare observations we took all observations be-
tweenn MJDs 51170 and 51237 that were neither in a flare, nor within one observation from 
aa flare. Although their hard color (Fig. 8.2h) and 0.01-0.1 Hz noise (Fig. 8.5a) showed be-
haviorr similar to that of the flares, the observations on MJD 51220 were not included in either 
category,, since they did not show up as a flare in the light curves and the CD. 

Figuree 8.8 shows the 1/128-128 Hz power spectra (2-60 keV) of the combined flare obser-
vationss and the combined interflare observations. For reasons explained in Section 8.2, we did 
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Tablee 8.2: Power spectral properties of the combined flare and interflare observations in the 
2-600 keV band. 

nott use a single power law to fit  the noise (as we did for the individual observations). Instead, 
wee used a broken power law, with a Lorentzian for a QPO around 15-18 Hz. The power spec-
trall  fit  parameters for the flare and interflare observations are given in Table 8.2. Both power 
spectraa show a clear break around 3 Hz. The noise component in the power spectrum of the 
flaresflares is steeper than that in the interflare power spectrum, both below and above the break. 
Thee rms normalized power spectra of the flares and interfiares cross each other around 1 Hz 
(seee Figure 8.8), with the 0.01-1 Hz noise being stronger in the flares, and the 1-10 Hz noise 
beingg stronger in the interfiares (see Table 8.2). Figure 8.5a shows the strength of the 0.01-0.1 
Hzz noise as a function of time. When comparing this figure with Figure 8.2, it is evident that 
increasess in the strength of the 0.01-0.1 Hz noise occurred at the times of the hard flares. 
Notee that we used the 0.01-0.1 Hz noise instead of the 0.01-1 Hz noise, since the effect is 
moree pronounced in the 0.01-0.1 Hz range. Figure 8.9 shows the energy dependence of the 
0.01-O.11 Hz (Fig. 8.9a) and 1-10 Hz (Fig. 8.9b) noise, for both the flares (bullets) and the 
interflaress (diamonds). From this figure it is apparent that the fractional rms energy spectrum 
off  the 0.01-0.1 Hz noise in the flares was softer than that in the interflares (Fig. 8.9c), as op-
posedd to the spectrum of the source itself, which was harder in the flares than in the interflares 
(Fig.. 8.2g,h). Apart from it being stronger in the interflares below 3 keV, the 1-10 Hz noise 
showedd (Fig. 8.9d) no clear spectral change between the flares and interflares. Although the 
detectionss of the noise are very significant, we note that the amplitudes are compatible with 
thee HS observations of other sources. The large amount of data, and the relatively high count 
ratess of XTE J1550-564 made it possible to study the HS power spectra in much higher detail 
thann was possible in other sources before. 

Apartt from the difference in the noise, some of the individual power spectra during the 
flaresflares also showed a QPO around 18 Hz. The only flare in which the QPO was not significantly 
detectedd was flare 3, the softest flare. Figure 8.8a shows the 2-60 keV power spectrum of the 
combinedd flares (including flare 3), with the QPO at a frequency of 7 Hz. The 
energyy spectrum of the QPO in the flares is shown in Figure 8.10a. In the highest energy band 
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Figuree 8.9: The energy dependence of the 0.01-0.1 Hz (a) and 1-10 Hz (b) noise components 
inn the flares (bullets) and interflares (diamonds). The ratios of these energy spectra are shown 
inn (c) and (d). 
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Figuree 8.10: The energy spectra of the 18 Hz QPO in the flares (a) and the 16 Hz QPO in the 
interflaress (b). The highest energy point in (b) is an upper limit. 
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Figuree 8.11: Four types of power spectra that were observed on the MJD 51241-51259 VHS 
branchh (branch II). Type A on MJD 51241 and MJD 51244 (a and c), type B on MJD 51245 
(b),, and type C on MJD 51250 (d). Poisson level was not subtracted. 

(13.1-600 keV) the probable second harmonic of the QPO was detected at 0 Hz, with 
aa FWHM of 10+3 H z a nd an rms amplitude of 4.6+gg%. In the two lower bands only upper 
limitss could be determined to the rms amplitude of the harmonic: 0.17% (2-6.5 keV) and 
0.8%% (6.5-13.1 keV). We also searched for a QPO around 18 Hz in the combined interflare 
powerr spectra; a QPO was found at 15.6+ 3̂ Hz. Its energy spectrum is shown in Figure 8.10b. 
Thee energy spectra of the 17.87 Hz QPO, its harmonic, and the 15.6 Hz QPO are consistent 
withh each other. 

8.4.33 Branch II - The Very High State 

Ass mentioned in Section 8.3, the source did not return to the DBB curve after the fifth flare. On 
MJDD 51237 (HC~0.001, SC-0.13) the source reached the position closest to the DBB curve. 
Afterr that, on MJDs 51239 and 51240, it started to move away from the DBB curve, along 
branchh II. On both these days the 18 Hz QPO was found again. On MJD 51241 the source 
hadd moved further away from the DBB curve than during the previous flares: HC~0.008, 
SC~0.24.. The power spectrum of this observation (see Figures 8.11a, 8.12, and 8.20) was 
ratherr different from those seen during the HS and the flares. A broad peak around 6 Hz 
wass found, and also a peak around 280 Hz. The presence of the 6 Hz and 280 Hz peaks, the 
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reappearancee of the hard component in the energy spectrum, and the muchh higher count rate 
comparedd to branch I suggest that the source had entered the VHS, as was already reported by 
Homann et al. (1999). This VHS lasted from MJD 51241 until MJD 51259 (the entire branch 
nn in the CD). 

Inn the power spectra of nearly all the VHS observations one or more QPOs are present 
aroundd 6 Hz. Although the frequency of this QPO varied between 5 and 9 Hz, for reasons 
off  clarity this QPO will be referred to as 'the 6 Hz' QPO. Some observations also show a 
singlee QPO with a frequency between 100 and 300 Hz. Based on the Q-value (the QPO 
frequencyy divided by the QPO FWHM) of the 6 Hz QPO, and its harmonic structure, Wijnands 
ett al. (1999) distinguished two types of VHS power spectra: one type with a relatively broad 
(ÖÖ < 3) 6 Hz QPO and sometimes a harmonic at 12 Hz (type A low-frequency QPOs; see 
Sec.. 8.4.3), and one with a relatively narrow (Q > 6) 6 Hz QPO, with harmonics at 3 and 
122 Hz (type B low-frequency QPOs; see Sec. 8.4.3). We decided to divide type A into two 
subclasses;; one in which the 6 Hz QPO is strong (rms > 2%) and the harmonic at 12 Hz was 
detectedd (type A-I), and one in which the 6 Hz QPO was weak (rms < 2%) and no harmonic 
wass detected (type A-II) . In addition to type A and B a third type, type C, was introduced 
byy Sobczak et al. (2001), which mainly occurred during the first part of the outburst. Its 
harmonicc structure is similar to that of type B, but the 6 Hz QPO has a higher Q-value (Q^,10) 
andd its time lag behavior is different. The only type C observation, found by Sobczak et al. 
(2001),, during the second part of the outburst (MJD 51250) was already classified as an odd 
typee B observation by Wijnands et al. (1999). Since this observation and the one on MJD 
512544 showed odd behavior, compared to the other VHS observations, they will be discussed 
separatelyy in Section 8.4.3. Figure 8.11 shows representative 1/128-128 Hz 2-60 keV power 
spectraa of type A-I (Fig. 8.11a, MJD 51241), A-II (Fig. 8.11c, MJD 51244), B (Fig. 8.11b, 
MJDD 51245), and C (Fig. 8.1 Id, MJD 51250). 

Inn Table 8.3 the types of all observations on branch JJ can be found. In the remainder of 
thiss section we describe the three types of low frequency power spectra and the high frequency 
QPOss in more detail. 

Typee A observations 

Onn MJD 51241 (HC~0.008) the first observation in the very high state was made. The power 
spectrumm was of type A-I, and it can be regarded as representative for the other type A-I power 
spectra.. It is therefore the only type A-I power spectrum that will be discussed in detail in this 
paper.. Figure 8.12 shows the power spectrum of MJD 51241 in four energy bands. Apart from 
aa QPO around 6 Hz, there was some excess around 11 Hz, which in the high energy power 
spectraa showed up as a QPO. In the 13.1-60 keV band, the 6 Hz peak had almost disappeared. 
Thee two peaks seemed to be harmonically related, but fitting them simultaneously in the 2-60 
keVV band gave frequencies that were not consistent with the two being harmonically related: 

33 Hz and 3 Hz. However, when comparing the frequency of the lower 
frequencyy QPO in the 2-6.5 keV band 3 Hz) with that of the higher frequency QPO 
inn the 13.1-60 keV band 9 Hz) we found a ratio of , which suggests an 
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Figuree 8.12: The power spectrum of MJD 51241 in four energy bands. The ~284 Hz QPO 
cann be seen in the two highest energy bands. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

harmonicc relation (see also Wijnands et al. 1999). The reason that the frequencies differed 
soo much between the energy bands might be that the chosen fit function was not appropriate, 
orr that an extra component was present between the two QPOs. The FWHM of the 5.85 Hz 
QPOO in the 2-6.5 keV band was 1 Hz, and that of the 11.52 Hz QPO in the 13.1-60 
keVV band 7 Hz. Their rms amplitudes in the 2-60 keV band were % and 
2.64+QQ ̂ %. At low frequencies a noise component was present. It could be fitted with a 
singlee power law with an index of , and a strength of 1.31 % rms. Figure 8.13 
showss the photon energy spectra of the two low frequency QPOs and the noise component. 
Thee frequencies of the low frequency QPOs were not fixed, for reasons explained above. The 
5.88 Hz QPO first increased in strength with energy, but above 10 keV it dropped by a factor 
off  ~2,5. Its harmonic showed a strong increase with photon energy, from ~ 1% rms in the 
lowestt energy bands to more than 11% rms in the highest band. The 0.01-1 Hz noise had a 
relativelyy flat energy spectrum, with strengths between 1% and 2% rms, although it became 
slightlyy weaker (~0.9%) above 10 keV. Selections were made on time, color and count rate, 
butt no significant dependencies were found. 

Thee next observation, on MJD 51242, was located close to the previous observation in the 
CD,, and its power spectrum was also very similar. Again two low frequency QPOs were 
found,, with frequencies of 1 Hz (2-6.5 keV) and 3 Hz (13.1-60 keV), 
FWHMM of 3.1 4 Hz and 1 Hz, and rms amplitudes (2-60 keV) of 2.53+£ %̂ and 
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Figuree 8.13: The energy spectrum of the power spectral components of the MJD 51241 (type 
A-I)) observation. Points whose negative rms error extends to the bottom edge are upper limits. 

2.51+Q'i4%% respectively. 
Inn the power spectrum of MJD 51244 (see Figure 8.1 lc) a QPO was found with a fre-

quencyy of 3 Hz, a FWHM of 3.8+̂  Hz, and an rms amplitude of 1.34+°-\\% (2-60 
keV).. The QPO was considerably weaker than the 6 Hz QPOs in the two previous observa-
tionss (~3% and ~2.5%, 2-60 keV), and no sub- or second harmonics were found. The energy 
dependencee of the QPO was rather steep, but in the highest band only an upper limit could be 
determined:: % (2-6.5 keV), % (6.5-13.1 keV), and <3.7% (13.1-60 keV). 
Althoughh the Q-value is similar to that of the previous two observations the above charac-
teristicss set this observation apart, and we therefore defined it to be of type A-II . In the CD 
thee observation was located further along branch II, away from the DBB line and towards a 
strongerr power law spectral component (HC~0.13). 

Thee next type A observations occurred on MJD 51246, after a type B observation on MJD 
512455 (see Sec. 8.4.3). In the CD it was located close to the MJD 51244 observation. A QPO 
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Figuree 8.14: The frequencies of the QPOs in the MJD 51241-51259 (VHS, branch II) power 
spectraa as a function of hard color. Crosses depict the high frequency QPOs, circles type A-I, 
triangless type A-II , squares type B, and stars type C. Filled symbols represent those QPOs that 
accordingg to Figure 8.22 can be identified with the same harmonic component. The 2.9 Hz 
QPOO found in the MJD 51259 observation is shown as a triangle (HC~0.011), although its 
typee (A-I to A-II ) was uncertain. The QPOs of the MJD 51254 observation are plotted as type 
BB (HC=0.195; after jump) and type C (HC=0.205; before jump), although their types were 
alsoo uncertain. 

wass found at 3 Hz, with a FWHM of 3.1 4 Hz. Since the QPO was rather weak 
%% rms) and no harmonics were found, it was classified as type A-II . 

Duringg MJDs 51247-51254 the source moved further up branch II in the CD, and the 
powerr spectra only showed type B and C QPOs (see Sections 8.4.3 and 8.4.3). Type A QPOs 
reappearedd on MJD 51255, when the source returned to a location in the CD close to the other 
typee A observations (see Figure 8.3: HC~0.01, SC~0.2). From MJD 51255 to 51258.5 the 
sourcee showed both type A-I and A-I I QPOs, with similar properties as those in the beginning 
off  the VHS. The power spectrum of MJD 51258.9 showed a broad feature around 6 Hz that 
hadd a width larger than 6 Hz, and the power spectrum of MJD 51259 showed a QPO at ~3 
Hzz with a FWHM of ~1 Hz, and a broad (FWHM~12 Hz) peak around 9 Hz. We classified 
thesee two power spectra as type A, but it was not clear of what sub-type they are; both broad 
peakss might have been unresolved pairs of harmonics. 
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Figuree 8.15: The power spectrum of MJD 51245 in four energy bands. Poisson level was not 
subtracted. . 

Figuree 8.14 shows the frequency of all VHS (branch II) QPOs as a function of the hard 
color,, which is a good measure of the position along branch II, as can be seen from Figure 
8.3.. The frequencies of the broad peaks in the MJD 51258.9 and MJD 51259 power spectra 
aree not included. Note that type A-II (triangles) observations were located both at lower and 
att higher hard colors with respect to the type A-I (circles) observations in Figure 8.14. 

Typee B observations 

Thee first type B observation occurred on MJD 51245. The source had moved further up branch 
III  (HC~0.016), compared to the previous (type A) observations. Figure 8.15 shows the power 
spectrumm of this observation in four energy bands. A very sharp QPO was present around 6 
Hz,, with harmonics around 12 and 18 Hz, and a sub-harmonic around 3 Hz. There were also 
indicationss for a peak around 24 Hz, but our fits showed it was not significant. Fitting the 
powerr spectrum with a power law and Lorentzians (six in total) gave a poor result (x2

red = 2.6, 
d.o.f.d.o.f. = 230). We tried using a power law and Gaussian functions (again six) instead, which 
improvedd the quality of the fit (%2

red = 1.4, d.o.f. = 230, see also Wijnands et al. 1999). The 
twoo extra peaks, at ~0.2 Hz and at ~1.25 times the frequency of the 6 Hz QPO, were added 
too the fit function to account for a low frequency component, and for the shoulder of the 6 Hz 
QPO,, respectively. The fit results (2-60 keV) for the four QPOs and the shoulder component 
aree given in Table 8.4. The QPOs are not perfectly related harmonically, most likely because 
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Figuree 8.16: The energy spectrum of the power spectral components of the MJD 51245 (type 
B)) observation. Points whose negative rms error extends to the bottom edge are upper limits. 

thee fit function did not describe the data well enough. The 0.01-1 Hz noise was fitted with a 
singlee power law, with ot = 1.8 1 and an rms amplitude of 5.6^2%. The photon energy 
spectraa of the various power spectral components are shown in Figure 8.16. Except for the 
33 Hz QPO, and the noise component, all QPOs showed a considerable increase in strength 
withh photon energy. The 0.01-1 Hz noise only showed a weak increase, and the 3 Hz QPO 
behavedd similar to the 6 Hz QPO in the type A-I power spectra, in that it seemed to become 
weakerr above 10 keV. Selections were made on color, time and count rate. It was found that 
thee harmonic at 18 Hz was more significant at low hard colors. 

Otherr type B power spectra were found between MJD 51247 and MJD 51253, with QPOs 
thatt were similar to those on MJD 51245. Their 6 Hz QPOs had frequencies between 5.3 
Hzz and 6.1 Hz, rms amplitudes between 3.3% and 3.4%, and Q-values between 6.2 and 7.3. 
Thee 3 Hz QPOs had rms amplitudes between 1% and 2.3% and showed a weak trend of an 
increasee with hard color. The MJD 51245 observation remained the only one in which the 
harmonicc around 18 Hz was significantly detected. Figure 8.14 shows the frequencies of the 
typee B QPOs (squares) as a function of the hard color. 

Speciall  cases: Strong noise on MJD 51250 and the transition on MJD 51254 

Although,, based on the Q-value (~8) of the 6 Hz QPO and the harmonic content, the power 
spectrumm of the MJD 51250 observation was classified as type B by Wijnands et al. (1999), 
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Frequency y 
(Hz) ) 

3 3 
8 8 

2 2 
6 6 
5 5 

FWHM M 
(Hz) ) 

1 1 
2 2 

3 3 
4 4 

22 6+ 06 

Rmss Amplitude 
(%) ) 

,, 54+0.06 

4 4 
9 9 
4 4 
7 7 

Tablee 8.4: Fit values for the Gaussian peaks in the power spectrum of MJD 51245. Note that 
thee FWHM in this case refers to the width of a Gaussian and not to that of a Lorentzian. 

theyy also found that the time lag behavior of this observation was quite different from that 
off  the other type B observations. Based on this time lag behavior the observation was clas-
sifiedd as type C by Sobczak et al. (2001), making it one of only two (see below for the sec-
ond)) type C observations during the second part of the outburst. More deviations from the 
typee B power spectra were found; in addition to the power law noise 2 %) a strong 
noisee component was present at 0.1-1 Hz (see Figure 8.1 Id; also Wijnands et al. (1999)). 
Thiss noise component, which we fitted using a zero-centered Lorentzian with a width of ~3 
Hz,, was present in all the energy bands, with rms amplitudes of 13.1 % (2-60 keV), 

%% (2-6.5 keV), % (6.5-13.1 keV), % (13.1-60 keV). Four low 
frequencyy QPOs were found in the 2-60 keV band at (rms amplitudes in brackets) 1.7 6 
Hzz (2.74+g;J%), 3 Hz , 5 Hz , and 5 Hz 
(3.2^QQ 2%). When comparing these numbers with those of the type B observations, it shows 
thatt the rms amplitudes of the 3 Hz and 6 Hz QPOs are, respectively, a factor ~2.5-6 and 
~22 higher than in the type B observations. The QPO frequencies are shown as stars in Figure 
8.14.. In the ASM and PCA light curves the MJD 51250 observation is clearly visible as a dip 
(seee Figures 8.1 and 8.2), with a count rate of only ~5150 counts s_1, compared to ~8200 
countss s_1 on MJD 51249 and ~7025 counts s_1 on MJD 51253. This dip is strongest at low 
energies,, causing a hardening of the spectrum a (see Figure 8.2). 

Figuree 8.17 shows the 2-60 keV light curve and the color curves of the MJD 51254 obser-
vation.. Clearly visible is the jump in count rate that occurred around 1100 s after the start of 
thee observation. The soft color seemed to be unaffected by this change, and though the hard 
colorr showed a small change (~10%) it was more gradual than the change in count rate. It 
shouldd be noted that the observed transition is not related to the temporary gain change that 
wass applied to the PCA later during this observation (around t=3100 s; not shown here). 

Figuree 8.18 shows the power spectra from before (0-1000 s) and after (1500-3000 s) the 
jumpp in the 2-60 and 13.1-60 keV bands. The 2-60 keV power spectrum before the jump 
showedd a broad noise component around a few Hz, that was fitted with a power law with an 
exponentiall  cutoff. It had a strength (1-100 Hz) of % rms, a power law index (a) 
off , and a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz. In the 13.1-60 keV band the strength 
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Figuree 8.17: The 2-60 keV light curve (a), soft color curve (b), and hard color curve (c) of 
thee MJD 51254 observation. The transition (around t=l 100 s) can clearly be seen in the light 
curve.. The soft color (b) does not change significantly, whereas the hard color (c) starts to 
decreasee slowly after t=l 100 s. 

off  this component was 12.5+°'% rms. In that same band we found a QPO at 1 Hz, 
withh an rms amplitude of 8.6+05% wd a FWH M of 5 Hz. The post-jump 2-60 keV 
powerr spectrum showed a similar noise component as before the jump, though somewhat 
weakerr % rms), with two QPOs superimposed on it, at 2 Hz and 3 
Hz.. These QPOs had rms amplitudes and FWHM of % and 6 Hz (3.17 Hz 
QPO),, and % and 6 Hz (6.14 Hz QPO), respectively. In the post jump 
2-6.55 keV power spectrum an additional QPO at 4 Hz was found (3.7o) when the 
highh count rate part was selected. Both before and after the transition power law noise was 
present:: respectively, % rms with a = 0.92 2 (before) and % rms with 
a == 1.04 3 (after). 

Thee fast transition in the power spectrum can be seen in Figure 8.19, which shows the 
dynamicall  power spectrum in the 13.1-60 keV band. The time scale for the change in the 
powerr spectrum is similar to that of the transition in the 2-60 keV light curve. It was not 
possiblee to track the QPO across the transition since it became weaker during the transition. 

Wijnandss et al. (1999) and Sobczak et al. (2001) classified the power spectrum after the 
jumpp as type B. Indeed, the strengths of the 3 and 6 Hz QPOs were consistent with those in 
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Figuree 8.18: Power spectra of the MJD 51254 observation in two energy bands, before and 
afterr the transition. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

thee other type B observations. On the other hand, the Q-value of the 6 Hz QPO was only 5, 
andd the 5% rms noise component under the QPOs was not seen in other type B observations. 
Thee type of the power spectrum before the jump is not clear either. The hardness of that part 
off  the observation suggests type B or C, but the Q-value of the 9.8 Hz QPO was only ~ 3. The 
strengthh of that QPO was lower than that of the type B and C 6 Hz QPOs in the same energy 
bandd (~11% rms), but higher than that of the type B and C 12 Hz QPOs (5-6% rms). Since 
thee power spectrum showed a strong noise component, and the 2-60 keV count rate was lower 
thann that of the type B part it was most likely of type C. The QPO frequencies of both parts 
aree shown in Figure 8.14 (the part before [HC=0.205] as type C, the part after [HC=0.195] as 
typee B). 

Thee exceptional cases of low frequency QPOs presented in this section clearly demonstrate 
thatt the A, B (and C) classification, which works well for the majority of the observations, is 
nott able to unambiguously describe all of them.The characteristics on which this classification 
iss based (Q-value, harmonic content, time lags) show strong correlations, but deviations from 
thee usual correlations do occur. 

Highh frequency QPOs 

Duringg several observations in the VHS (branch II), QPOs were found with frequencies be-
tweenn 100 and 300 Hz. An example can be seen in Figure 8.20, which shows the 284 Hz QPO 
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Figuree 8.19: Dynamic power spectrum of the MJD 51254 observation in the 13.1-60 keV 
band.. The first vertical line depicts the approximate time of transition, the second vertical 
representss a ~300 s data gap that was only present in the high time resolution data (and 
thereforee not visible in Figure 8.17). The time resolution is 3x64=96 s, and the frequency 
resolutionn 32 x 1/64=0.5 Hz . 

foundd in the power spectrum of MJD 51241. The frequencies of the high frequency QPOs 
(VHF)(VHF) are given in Table 8.3, and the locations in the CD of the observations in which they 
weree found are indicated in Figure 8.21. Note that we only report QPOs whose single-trial 
significancee exceeds 3o. It can be seen from Figure 8.21 that VHF is related to the location in 
thee CD. It decreased from 284 Hz to 102 Hz as the source moved up branch II, and increased 
againn to 280 when it moved down this branch. Figure 8.14 more clearly shows that VHF de-
creasedd as the hard color increased. In the high energy bands, the QPOs tended to be stronger 
whenn they had a frequency around 280 Hz, as can be seen from Table 8.3. The Q-values of 
thee QPOs were not related to those of the low frequency QPOs, and had values between 5.6 
andd 13. 

Wee measured time lags for the ~282 Hz QPO in the combined Fourier spectra of the 
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Figuree 8.20: The 13.1-60 keV power spectrum of the MJD 51241 observation, showing a 
QPOO at 284 Hz. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

observationss on MJDs 51241, 51242, and 51255. Lags were measured between three en-
ergyy bands, in the frequency range 272-292 Hz. All lags were consistent with being zero: 
O.OOiO.111 ms (2-6.5 keV and 6.5-13.1 keV), 3 ms (2-6.5 keV and 13.1-60 keV), 
andd 4 ms (6.5-13.1 keV and 13.1-60 keV), where a positive number means that 
thee photons in the second band lag those in the first one. A time lag analysis of the low fre-
quencyy QPOs in the VHS (branch II) can be found in Wijnands et al. (1999), Sobczak et al. 
(2001),, and Cui et al. (2000). 

Figuree 8.22 shows the frequency of several low frequency QPOs (V/./r) plotted against VHF» 
forr those observations where they were detected simultaneously. We also included the values 
forr the high frequency QPO that was observed on branch II I  (represented by the diamond; 
seee Section 8.4.4). The 123 Hz QPO on MJD 51254 was only found in the data taken after 
thee count rate jump (Section 8.4.3). This data included a ~600 s interval (with different 
PCAA gain settings) that was not used for the analysis of the low frequency QPOs in Figure 
8.14.. The low frequency QPOs plotted at VHF = 123 Hz in Figure 8.22 therefore have a 
slightlyy different frequency than those of the same observation in Figure 8.14. Four lines 
couldd be fitted to the data points, with the first, third and fourth line having slopes that were, 
respectively,, , , and 5 times the slope of the second line. This 
iss consistent with the four lines representing the fundamental and second, fourth and eighth 
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Figuree 8.21: A color-color diagram showing branch II. Observations in which high frequency 
QPOss were found are marked with the frequency (Hz) of the QPO. 

harmonics.. Note that the four lines do not pass through the origin and cross each other around 
VLFVLF = 0 HZ and VHF = 75 Hz. The only two points that were not fitted by these four lines were 
thee sixth harmonic in the MJD 51245 observation (v///r=178 Hz) and the sixteenth harmonic 
inn MJD 51250 observation (V///?=102 Hz). These components were only observed once, and 
thereforee no fits could be made. The four lines can be used to connect the low frequency 
QPOss in Figure 8.14. For example, using the second line in Figure 8.22, it can be seen that 
thee type A-I 10-12 Hz QPOs are related to the type ATI 8-9 Hz QPOs, the type B ~6 Hz 
QPOs,, the 3.1 Hz (type B?) QPO on MJD 51254, and the 1.7 Hz type C QPO on MJD 51250. 
Thee QPOs that lie on the second line in Figure 8.22, and those that based on similarities in the 
powerr spectrum and hard color are expected to, have been represented by the filled symbols in 
Figuree 8.14. The filled symbols show that the frequency of the low frequency QPOs decreases 
withh hard color, like that of the high frequency QPO. 

8.4.44 The Decay 

Onn MJD 51260 (indicated by BEGIN in Figure 8.3b) the power spectrum showed no QPOs; it 
couldd be fitted with a single power law, with a strength of % rms and an index of 
1.11 . This weak noise, the absence of QPOs, and the relatively soft colors suggest that 
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Figuree 8.22: Frequency of the low frequency QPOs as a function of the frequency of the 
highh frequency QPOs, for those observations where they could be measured simultaneously. 
Similarr symbols have been used as in Figure 8.14, based on the type of the low frequency 
QPOs.. The four solid lines are the best linear fits to the data. The two symbols that are not 
fittedd by a solid line are harmonics that were only observed once. They are consistent with 
beingg a 16th harmonic (highest star at 102 Hz) and a 6th harmonic (highest square at 178 Hz). 
Symbolss on the second solid line are filled, and have been used to identify the filled symbols 
inn Figure 8.14. The dashed lines represent the relations found by Psaltis et al. (1999a) for the 
ZZ sources, and the dotted line the relation found by Di Salvo et al. (2001) for 4U 1728-34 (see 
Sectionn 8.6.3). The diamond shows the values for the MJD 51270/51271 observations. 

thee source had returned to the HS. 
Thee power spectrum of the next observation (MJD 51261) showed a noise component with 

aa similar strength % rms), but also a QPO at 17.0+g j Hz, with a FWHM of 2.5+}-\ 
andd a rms amplitude of 1.02+Q^}%. Based on the hardness at which this QPO is found, its 
frequency,, and its FWHM, it may be related to the 15.6/17.9 Hz QPO that was found in the 
flare/interflareflare/interflare observations during MJD 51170-51237 (see section 8.4.1). In the next few 
observationss (MJD 51263-51267) no QPO around 17 Hz was found, and the power spectra 
couldd be fitted with single power laws, with strengths between 0.4% and 1.2% rms, typical for 
HS. . 

Onn MJD 51269 the source had started to move up branch III . Two QPOs were found in 
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Figuree 8.23: Four power spectra during the decay: (a) bottom of branch III (MJDs 51269 and 
51273),, (b) top of branch III (MJDs 51270 and 51271), (c) bottom of branch IV, and (d) top 
off  branch IV. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

+0.5 5 thee power spectrum of that observation: at 5 Hz % rms, FWHM=1.5lJ,;4 
Hz)) and 6 Hz (2.0^3% rms, F W H M = 4 . 5 + IJ Hz). The noise at low frequencies was 
fittedd with a single power law, with a strength of % rms and an index of . 
Basedd on their Q-values, the QPOs are either of type A-I or A-II ; the strength of the QPOs 
(andd their frequency) suggests type A-II , whereas the detection of an harmonic suggest type 
A-II  (see section 8.4.3). 

Thee next two observations (MJDs 51270 and 51271) were located near the top of branch 
III .. Their power spectra were very similar. The MJD 51270 power spectrum showed a QPO 
att 1 Hz (1.8+o %̂ rms, FWHM=2.1+̂  Hz) and a broad peak around 2 Hz that was 
fittedfitted with a Gaussian at 1 Hz % rms, 4 Hz) plus an expo-
nentiallyy cutoff power law % rms, a = , vcu,0ff = 1 Hz). The power 
spectrumm of MJD 51271 showed a QPO at 2 Hz % rms, FWHM=1.4+̂  
Hz)) and a broad peak around 2 Hz that was fitted with a Gaussian at 3 Hz (3.8+03% 
rms,, 5 Hz) plus an exponentially cutoff power law % rms, a = 

,, vculoff = 1 Hz). The combined 1/128-128 Hz power spectrum of the two ob-
servationss is shown in Figure 8.23b. The strength of the 0.01-1 Hz noise, which was fitted 
withh a power law, was ~ 1.5% rms, but it should be noted that some of the power in the 0.01-1 
Hzz range was absorbed by the Gaussian and the exponentially cutoff power law. The two ~9 
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Figuree 8.24: The 6.5-60 keV power spectrum of MJD 51271, showing similar structure as 
foundd in the type B power spectra. The solid line shows the best fit with four QPOs and a 
powerr law. Poisson level was not subtracted. 

Hzz QPOs had relatively high Q-values (4.2 and 6.5), which suggests that they were of type B; 
thiss seems to be confirmed by the shape of the power spectra at higher energies; Figure 8.24 
showss the 6.5-60 keV power spectrum of MJD 51271, which could be fitted with a power law 
andd QPOs at 1 Hz, , 1 Hz, and 0 Hz. This is reminiscent of 
thee type B QPO found on branch II, and the IS power spectrum shown in Figure 8.7, except for 
thee presence of a third harmonic, that is not seen in the type B power spectra. In the combined 
2-600 keV power spectrum of the two observations a QPO at 251 3 Hz was found. It had an 
rmss amplitude of 2.21 % and a FWHM of 6 Hz. Its location in Figure 8.22 is shown 
byy a diamond. Although the frequency of the QPO lies in the VHF range found on branch II, 
thee count rate at which is was found was considerably lower (~1350 counts s compared to 
4700-83000 counts s_1 on branch II). 

Thee power spectrum of the next observation (MJD 51273), which in the CD was located 
closee to the MJD 51269 observation, showed a QPO at 3 with an rms amplitude 
off % and a FWHM of 1.1+̂  Hz. The QPO is most likely of type A, based on 
itss strength and lack of harmonic structure. The low frequency noise had a strength of 

%% rms. The combined power spectrum of MJDs 51269 and 51273 is shown in 
Figuree 8.23a. 
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Figuree 8.25: Combined power spectrum of the last six observations during the low state (MJD 
51307-51318).. The solid line is the best fit with a broken power law. The Poisson level was 
subtracted. . 

Thee observation on MJD 51274 showed no QPOs, and the 0.01-1 Hz noise had an rms 
amplitudee of less than 0.4%. During MJD 51274-51280 (HC-0.007, SC~0.13) the source 
showedd similar power spectra that, when combined, were fitted with a single power law with 
aa strength % rms and an index of , which is typical for the HS. 

Betweenn MJD 51283 and MJD 51298 XTE J1550-564 traced out branch IV in the CD. 
Att the top of the branch (SC>0.35) the power spectra showed a QPO and a peaked noise 
component.. These were not found at the bottom of the branch (SC<0.35). The combined 
powerr spectrum of the bottom of branch IV (Fig. 8.23c) was fitted with a power law with an 
rmss amplitude of % and an index of . In the combined power spectrum of the 
topp of branch IV (Fig. 8.23d) a QPO was found at 5 Hz, with an rms amplitude of 
4.1*05%% a nd a FWHM of 2.9l0g Hz. A peaked noise component was present below 10 Hz. 
Itt was fitted by a Lorentzian with a frequency of 3 Hz, an rms amplitude of 10.1^Q|%, 

andd a FWHM of 9 Hz. The 0.01-1 Hz noise was fitted with a power law that had a 
strengthh of % and an index of . 

Bothh branch III and IV showed behavior that was similar to that seen in the VHS (branch 
II) .. Since the count rates were lower than on the branch II, these branches were probably IS 
(att least, when QPOs were seen). 
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Betweenn MJD 51299 and MJD 51318 branch V was traced out in the CD. It reached 
muchh harder colors than before, and the movement up the branch was accompanied by a 
considerablee increase in the strength of the low frequency noise, as can be seen from Figure 
8.5.. There was a clear difference between the power spectra at the top and bottom of the 
branch.. The combined MJD 51299-51306 (bottom part of branch V, SC <0.6) power spectrum 
wass fitted with a power law with an rms amplitude of % and an index of . A 
singlee power law yielded a poor x2

red (3.2 for d.o.f.=67) for the combined MJD 51307-51318 
(topp of branch V, SC>0.6) power spectrum, and a broken power law was used instead (see 
Figuree 8.25). Its rms amplitude was , with v ^ ^ = 1 Hz.oti = , 
andd aa = 1.2 1 (y?red = 1.1 for d.o.f.=67). The strength and shape of the noise, and the 
spectrall  hardness suggests that the bottom of branch V the source was in the IS, and that at 
thee top of branch V the source was in the LS. 

8.55 Radio Observation 

Onn 1999 March 11 (MJD 51248) we observed the radio counterpart of XTE J1550-564 
(Campbell-Wilsonn et al. 1998) with the Australia Telescope compact array (ATCA), in a high-
resolutionn 6 km configuration. Observations were made simultaneously at 6.3 and 3.5 cm, and 
att 21.7 and 12.7 cm, in order to obtain broad band spectral coverage. The observations were 
interleavedd with those of a nearby reference source B1554-64, for phase calibration every 25 
min.. The source was clearly detected at all four wavelengths; the mean flux densities at 21.7, 
12.7,6.33 & 3.5 cm were, respectively, 5.1,3.0,2.8, and 1.9 mJy (errors ~10%). The four flux 
densitiess were fitted with a power law corresponding to a spectral index (a = AlogSv/Alogv) 
off . The location of the MJD 51248 RXTE observation is indicated with by 
'ATCA'' in Figure 8.3. 

8.66 Discussion 

Inn this section we present a discussion of our results. We start by briefly summarizing the 
results.. After that the source states and power spectra are discussed. 

8.6.11 Summary of Results 

Inn the period of 1998 November 22 to 1999 May 20 XTE J1550-564 showed a wide variety 
off  behavior. To organize the different phenomena and relate them to each other, it is useful to 
comparee the rapid time variability and the energy spectra. An initial division of the observa-
tionss can be made based on the strength of the broad band (1/128-128 Hz) power, which is 
shownn in Figure 8.5b. It can be seen that the source alternated between states with low power 
(aa few percent rms) and states with high power (more than a few percent). When comparing 
thiss figure with Figure 8.2 it is obvious that observations with high power were mainly found 
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whenn the spectrum was hard. These spectrally hard states appeared as branches (I-V) in the 
color-colorr (Fig. 8.3) and hardness-intensity (Fig. 8.4) diagrams. From the hardness-intensity 
diagramm it is apparent that the hard branches occurred at rive distinct count rate levels, and 
thatt they were separated by periods that were spectrally soft(er); in the color-color diagram 
thee hard branches lay more or less parallel to the power law curve. The power spectra on the 
fivee hard branches often showed QPOs, and in some cases also strong peaked and/or band-
limitedd noise (Fig. 8.11). These properties classify the observations on the hard branches as 
VHS,, IS, or LS. The power spectra that were not on the hard branches showed noise with 
strengthh of a few percent rms and, when combined, a weak QPO around 17 Hz (Fig. 8.8). 
Thesee observations can be classified as HS; in the color-color diagram they lay close to the 
diskk blackbody curve. When the source moved up a hard branch, the low frequency noise 
changedd from a weak power law to strong band-limited. On branch II this change was ac-
companiedd by the QPOs changing from the broad type A, to the narrow types B and C (Fig. 
8.14).. On branches II and III we also found high frequency QPOs in the 102-284 Hz range. 
Theirr frequencies were anticorrelated with the hardness of the energy spectrum (Fig. 8.14), 
andd correlated with the frequency of the type A, B, and C low frequency QPOs (Fig. 8.22). 

8.6.22 Source States 

Inn recent years the picture of black hole behavior that emerged from observations was con-
sistentt with a one-dimensional scheme, in which four canonical source states were linked by 
onee parameter, usually taken to be the mass accretion rate (see, e.g. Esin et al. 1997 and Esin 
ett al. 1998 for recent elaborations on this view). In the context of two-component spectral 
models,, often interpreted in terms of emission from an accretion disk and a hot Comptonizing 
medium,, this implies that both components contribute to the energy spectrum and power spec-
trumm in amounts that depend strictly on this parameter; if both components were to vary inde-
pendently,, the description of the phenomenology would have to be at least two-dimensional. 
XTEE J1550-564 seems to provide evidence for such two-dimensional behavior. Although the 
sourcee was observed in all four canonical states, their occurrence was more complex than 
expectedd on the basis of a simple relation with the mass accretion rate. 

Wee start by discussing the relation between the source states and the position of the source 
inn the CD and HID (see Figures 8.3 and 8.4). The motion of the source through the CD was 
alongg branches. One branch (hereafter the soft branch) lay parallel to the DBB curve in the 
CD,, and quite close to it (Fig 8.3a). Whenever XTE J1550-564 was on or close to this branch 
(e.g.. flares 1-5), it could be classified as being in the HS: it showed soft energy spectra, and 
thee (power law-like) low frequency noise had a strength of only a few percent rms. All the 
otherr branches (hereafter hard branches) lay approximately parallel to the power law curve 
inn the CD. In time, these hard branches were traced out one after the other, and all but the 
lastt two were clearly separated from each other by intervals that showed HS behavior. When 
thee source was on a hard branch it was in the VHS, IS or LS: the energy spectrum was hard, 
andd the power spectrum showed QPOs and/or strong noise. The hard branches were similar 
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too each other in that the shape of the noise changed from power law like to band-limited as 
thee source moved up such a branch (i.e. when it became harder). When the source was on a 
hardd branch still relatively close to the soft branch it would, based on the energy and power 
spectrum,, usually be classified as being in the canonical HS - only further up the hard branches 
full-fledgedd VHS, IS and LS behavior emerged. Canonical LS (variability) behavior was only 
foundd at the top of branch V, the branch that reached the hardest colors. 

Althoughh the observations on hard branches I, III,  and IV were classified as IS, and those 
onn hard branch II as VHS, they had in fact very similar properties, the only difference being 
thee count rate at which they were observed. This was already found for the IS and VHS in 
otherr sources, e.g., GS 1124-68 and GX 339-4 (Belloni et al. 1997; Méndez & van der Kli s 
1997).. We therefore regard the VHS as an instance of the IS, but just the one that happens to 
bee the brightest. 

Thee behavior on the hard branches that were traced out beforee our observations, during the 
firstt part of the outburst (Remillard et al. 1999a; Cui et al. 1999), was similar to that during 
ourr observations. During the first part of the outburst LS behavior (strong band-limited noise 
withh a break around 0.1 Hz) was observed only when the hardness was similar to that at the 
topp of branch V (at the start of the outburst, when the count rate was ~100 times as high as 
onn branch V). Moreover, the source evolved from LS to the HS via a VHS (or IS as we shall 
henceforthh call it), clearly showing the same ordering of states (as a function hardness) as 
duringg our observations. 

Thee above shows that as the hardness increased the source evolved from the HS via the 
IS,, to the LS; the hard branches therefore corresponded to HS<->IS<->LS transitions, or at 
leastt attempts to, since not every branch reached the LS and the source did not always return 
completelyy to the HS. Similar conclusions were also drawn by Rutledge et al. (1999), on the 
basiss of a comparative study of 10 black hole candidates. They found that the VHS and IS 
weree spectrally intermediate to the HS and LS, and also that as the hardness increases the 
noisee switches from HS-like to LS-like. They also concluded that transitions between the 
HSS and LS could take place at luminosities/count rates both above and below that of the HS. 
Inn our observations transitions between HS and IS were found at around 8000, 1200, 600, 
andd 200 counts s_1 (see Fig. 8.4); transitions between IS and LS were found at around 40 
(Fig.. 8.4) and 4000 counts s_1 (during the first part of the outburst). Moreover, we observed 
HSS behavior at all count rate between 200 and 10000 count s"1. All this argues against a 
one-dimensionall  description of the state transitions as a function of the mass accretion rate. 

Thee observations of XTE J1550-564 contradict the old picture of black hole states, in 
whichh hard states are only found at the highest and lowest count rates. XTE J1550-564 
clearlyy shows that hard states can be observed at any count rate level. However, some remarks 
shouldd be made. All the hard states (I-V) were observed during the decay of the source 
(II  during the decay of the first part of the outburst, II-V during the decay of the second 
part).. Also, the intervals between branches II-IV , although they could be classified as HS, had 
significantlyy harder spectra than the HS observations during the rise, which were extremely 
soft.. This suggests that the conditions for the presence of the hard spectral component are 
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moree favorable during the decay or phases of low count rate. This is supported by the fact 
thatt all small flares (1-5) were observed at count rates higher than that of the hard branches. 
Thee fact that these flares did not develop into real transitions suggests that the conditions for 
transitionss and development of the hard spectral component are less favorable at the highest 
countt rates. Also, it can be argued that the only LS that was observed during our observations 
wass found at the lowest count rates at the end of the outburst, as expected in the canonical 
picturee of black hole states. On the other hand, a LS was also found during the first part of the 
outburstt when the count rate was at least a factor 100 higher than during the LS at the end of 
thee outburst, clearly showing that LS is not only found at the lowest count rates. 

Basedd on the CD, HID, and power spectral fits one gets the impression that the behavior 
off  XTE J1550-564 is two-dimensional, i.e. at least two (observable) parameters are needed 
twoo describe the appearance of the source and to account for the occurrence of the different 
states.. Phenomenologically, the two parameters describing this two-dimensional behavior 
aree the count rate and the spectral hardness. A schematic representation of the behavior of 
XTEE J1550-564 in terms of these parameters is shown in Figure 8.26. It shows that the 
statess are arranged in a comb-like topology, with the soft (HS) branch being the spine, and 
thee HS<->IS<-*LS transitions being represented by the teeth. Note that the parameter on the 
verticall  axis is the logarithm of the count rate, and that we decided to show the hard branches 
ass horizontal lines; for reasons of clarity we did not depict the exact movement of the source 
throughh the diagram. We also included the location of the flares, which occurred at count rates 
higherr than that of the brightest hard branch. 

Thee most important aspect of XTE J1550-564 is probably the fact that two observable 
parameterss (count rate and hardness) varied too a large extent independently from each other. 
Thiss suggests that at least two physical parameters underlie this behavior, since this complex 
behaviorr is hard to explain within a framework where the appearance of the source is deter-
minedd by a only single physical parameter (e.g. only mass accretion rate). Physically the two 
underlyingg parameters might for example be the mass accretion rate through the disk (roughly 
increasingg with count rate, at least in the HS) and the size of a Comptonizing medium (increas-
ingg with spectral hardness). In that case the state of the source is determined by the (relative) 
sizee of the Comptonizing medium, with it being small or absent in the HS and growing in 
sizee towards the LS. The fact that we see increases in the spectral hardness at many count rate 
levelss suggests that the size of this medium, and therefore also the state of the source, is to a 
largee degree not determined by the accretion rate through the disk. We note that the inner disc 
radiuss as derived from variability properties (i.e. QPO frequencies, see Section 8.6.3) corre-
latess well with hardness, suggesting that the Comptonizing medium grows as the inner disk 
edgee moves out. The two physical parameters do not necessarily vary completely indepen-
dentlyy from each other. For instance, changes in one parameter may be triggered by changes 
inn the other, and certain values of one parameter may restrict the value of the other parameter 
(e.g.. in between the hard branches XTE J1550-564 seemed to become slightly harder towards 
lowerr count rates (Fig. 8.4)). 

Whilee previous authors, inspired by the description of black hole spectra in terms of two 
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Figuree 8.26: A diagram of the two-dimensional behavior of XTE J1550-564 during the sec-
ondd part of its 1998/1999 outburst. In the color-color and hardness-intensity diagrams the 
sourcee traced out a comb-like structure, with the spectrally soft state (HS) being the regions 
onn and near the spine, and the HS <-> IS(VHS) «-• LS transitions being the teeth. The comb
likee structure in the CD and HID is caused by three effects. First, the disk and power law 
luminosityy change to a large extent independently. Second, the power law luminosity can 
bee negligible for times comparable to the time scale on which the disk luminosity changes. 
Third,, the time scale on which the power law luminosity changes, when it is not negligible, 
iss short compared to that of the disk luminosity changes. As the relative contribution of the 
powerr law component increases, the low frequency noise changes from HS-like (weak power 
law)) to LS-like (strong band-limited). In this scheme it is possible to have a soft state (HS) at 
aa higher disk luminosity than a the brightest IS (VHS). Although the structure traced out by 
XTEE J1550-564 was comb-like, similar two-dimensional behavior of other black holes may 
leadd to different structures. 

components,, have also discussed black hole phenomenology in terms of two-dimensional 
diagramss (Miyamoto et al. 1994; Nowak 1995), the overall picture has in our view been con
siderablyy clarified by the clues provided by XTE J1550-564 described in this paper. The basic 
phenomenologyy seems to be one where the hard and soft component can vary to a large extent 
independentlyy from each other. The HS is the name we have given in the past to all cases 
wheree the hard component is weak compared to the soft component, and the IS/VHS and LS 
aree unified into cases where the hard component is, respectively, comparable to or dominating 
thee soft component. The difference between the VHS and IS is reduced to a difference in the 
luminosityy of the soft component at which they occur, and the difference between IS/VHS and 
LSS is caused by differences in the relative contributions of the soft and hard components. 

Thiss two-dimensional interpretation might very well be applicable to all black hole candi-
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datess showing the canonical states. The often observed order of states (VHS—>HS—»IS—»LS) 
iss still consistent with the diagram drawn Figure 8.26. The fact that black hole state behav-
iorr often seems one-dimensional can be explained by considering how the behavior of XTE 
J1550-5644 would have appeared if the data were of lower quality, the source sampling was 
moree infrequent, its distance was larger, and if it had different characteristic time scales for 
variationss in the soft and hard component. Much of its subtle behavior would have been 
missedd or may have been misinterpreted. It is mainly thanks to the combination of source 
brightness,, the quality of the RXTE/PCA data, and the excellent source sampling that we 
clearlyy see the two-dimensional nature of its behavior. Since the observations of XTE J1550-
5644 strongly suggest that mass accretion rate through the disk and state are decoupled, it 
wouldd be possible to see transients that remain in the same state during a whole outburst. 
Moreover,, one could also see state transitions in sources with a more or less constant mass 
accretionn rate. Suggestions of such behavior have been seen in, respectively, GS 2023+338 
(Sunyaevv et al. 1991; Terada et al. 1992; Miyamoto et al. 1992) and Cyg X-l (Zhang et al. 
1997,, however see Frontera et al. 2001). 

Thee radio brightness of XTE J1550-564 during the MJD 51248 ATCA observations in-
dicatess that an outflow event was going on or had recently occurred. The spectral index 
suggestss that the radio source was optically thin, and observed during the decay of such an 
outfloww event. This event might be associated with the state change on MJD 51237/51239 (the 
onsett of branch II). Although XTE J1550-564 was observed in radio only once (on branch 
U),, observations of other black hole candidates (Fender et al. 1999; Fender 2001) suggest 
thatt radio emission is associated with spectrally hard states. The hard branches may therefore 
correspondd to changes in the accretion flow geometry, where an inflow (HS) is gradually ac-
companiedd by (or changing into) an outflow (LS). Jet-like outflow models have already been 
proposedd for the VHS in GX 339-4 by Miyamoto & Kitamoto (1991). 

8.6.33 Power spectra 

Althoughh not always observable in individual observations, QPOs were found on all branches, 
exceptt for the last one (branch V). Several types were found: 1-18 Hz QPOs on the hard 
branchess (type A, B, and C), 15-18 Hz (plus an harmonic) on the soft/HS branch and in the 
flares,flares, and 100-285 Hz QPOs on the two brightest hard branches. 

Highh frequency QPOs 

Highh frequency QPOs in black hole candidates are a relatively new phenomenon. Previous to 
XTEE J1550-564, they were found in GRS 1915+105 (Morgan et al. 1997,67 Hz) and in GRO 
J1655-400 (Remillard et al. 1999b, 300 Hz). Remillard et al. (1999a) found high frequency 
QPOss in XTE J1550-564 in the 161-238 Hz range, during the first part of the outburst. With 
thee observations of the second part of the outburst this range has been expanded to 100-285 
Hz.. It is obvious that the frequency of the high frequency QPOs in XTE J1550-564 can not 
bee explained by models that predict an approximately constant frequency, e.g. orbital motion 
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att the innermost stable orbit (Morgan et al. 1997), Lense-Thirring precession at the innermost 
stablee orbit (Cui et al. 1998), or trapped-mode disk oscillations (Nowak et al. 1997). 

Thee high frequency QPO was found on two branches; between 100 and 285 Hz on branch 
II ,, and at 251 Hz on branch III . The count rates at which it was observed, were much lower 
onn branch III (~1350 counts s_1) than on branch II (~4700-8300 counts s_1), which shows 
thatt the QPO frequency does not strongly depend on the count rate. A similar effect is also 
seenn for the high frequency QPOs in some neutron star X-ray binaries (Méndez et al. 1999; 
Fordd et al. 2000), where the frequency varies along parallel branches in a frequency-count 
ratee diagram. A certain frequency can therefore be observed at different count rate levels, 
andd a range of frequencies can be found within a relatively small range of count rates. This 
suggestss that if the QPO frequency is related to a certain (variable) radius, this radius varies 
almostt independently from the count rate (and probably mass accretion rate; van der Kli s 
2000).. Similar two-dimensional behavior as discussed in Section 8.6.2 may therefore also be 
presentt in some of the neutron star sources. 

Ann obvious question to ask is, whether the high frequency QPOs in black hole candidates 
havee the same origin as the kilohertz QPOs that are observed in the neutron star sources (see 
vann der Kli s 2000 for a review). Of course, since the QPOs in the neutron star sources are 
oftenn observed in pairs, only one (if any) of those two QPOs can have the same origin as 
thee QPOs in black hole sources, which until now have always appeared as single peaks. It 
is,, however, not clear which of the two QPOs that would be; both the lower and upper kHz 
QPOO have Q-values and rms energy spectra that are consistent with those of the QPO in XTE 
J1550-564.. The frequency ranges in which the high frequency QPOs are observed are 102-
2844 Hz for the QPO in XTE J1550-564, 200-1070 Hz for the lower kHz QPO, and 325-1330 
forr the upper kHz QPO in the neutron stars. Here we combined the kHz QPO data for all 
neutronn star sources in van der Klis (2000). Although the lower and upper kHz QPOs cover a 
frequencyy range of a factor of 5.4 and 4.1, respectively, the values for individual neutron star 
sourcess are more like that found for XTE J1550-564 (~2.8). 

Althoughh the high frequency QPO in XTE J1550-564 has parameters that are consistent 
withh those of both the lower and upper kHz QPO (within a simple orbital frequency model), 
aa major difference between XTE J1550-564 and the neutron star sources is the fact that the 
latterr often show two high frequency QPOs. However, this could be explained if one of the 
twoo kHz QPOs in the neutron star sources is due to a mechanism that requires the presence of 
aa solid surface. 

Loww frequency QPOs 

Onn all the hard branches, except branch V, QPOs were found with frequencies between 1 and 
188 Hz. Due to the low count rates the quality of the power spectra on branch V was poor, 
andd the presence of QPOs could therefore not be ruled out. The frequencies of the QPOs 
weree not constant, as can be seen from Figure 8.14 (showing the QPOs found on branch 
II) ,, but it is not immediately clear from that figure how the frequency of the low frequency 
QPOss (VLF) depended on the hard color (which is a good measure of the distance along the 
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branch).. Although the figure is suggestive of a positive correlation, especially for HC<0.015, 
thee behavior of the low frequency QPOs during the rise of the first part of the outburst of 
XTEE J1550-564 (anticorrelation with hardness; Cui et al. 1999) and the correlation found 
betweenn the low and high frequency QPOs (see below, and Figure 8.22) lead us to believe that 
hardd color and frequency were anticorrelated, and that the frequencies of both the high and 
loww frequency QPOs decreased as the source moved up branch n. This contradicts the switch 
fromm a correlation into anticorrelation when the hard color passes a certain value, that was 
reportedd by Rutledge et al. (1999) for other black hole candidates. We want to stress again 
thatt the fact that several harmonics were present and that not always the same harmonic was 
thee strongest one, can easily lead to confusion. On the other hard branches not enough QPOs 
weree observed to confirm the anticorrelation with hardness. 

Itt was usually the QPO that happened to be located between 5 and 8 Hz that was the 
strongestt in the 2-60 keV power spectra of branch n, even though it could be identified with 
differentt harmonic components (as can be seen from Figures 8.14 and 8.22). Perhaps vari-
ationss within that frequency range are less prone to damping than outside, or a resonance 
occurs.. The shoulder component that was present at a frequency of 1.25 times that of the 
5-88 Hz type B QPOs, has been found before in QPOs in other black hole candidates like GS 
1124-681124-68 and GX 339-4 (Belloni et al. 1997), but recently also in the 20-50 Hz QPOs in the 
neutronn star system GX 340+0 (Jonker et al. 2000). 

Figuress 8.14 and 8.22 seem to indicate that the low frequency QPOs evolve from type 
AA via type B into type C, and vice versa. On branch II the type A QPOs were located at 
thee bottom of the branch, and those of type B and C further along it. This was also seen on 
branchh HI for type A and B (Figs. 8.23 and 8.24), and to certain extent also on branch I, 
wheree indications for type B-like QPOs were found at a similar hardness as where they were 
foundd on branch II (Fig. 8.7). No direct transitions between type A and B were seen, so it 
iss not known whether such transitions are smooth or abrupt. In the MJD 51254 observation 
aa jump in the count rate was accompanied by a change in the power spectrum that may have 
beenn a transition from type C to B. This suggests that the transitions between the different 
typess are quite sudden. Apart from the difference in spectral hardness at which type A and 
BB occurred, it is clear that there are at least two other fundamental differences between the 
twoo types. First there is the difference in the Q-value, which is higher in type B. This might 
alsoo explain why more harmonics are detected in the type B power spectra, since narrower 
featuress are easier to identify. Second, there is the difference in time lag spectra (Wijnands 
ett al. 1999), which can not be reconciled even when one compares the time lags of similar 
harmonicss (i.e., the type A-I 12 Hz QPO and the type B 6 Hz QPO, which in our view are 
supposedd to be the same harmonic, still have opposite signs for their time lags). As mentioned 
alreadyy in Section 8.4.3 the type A QPOs were divided in two types, A-I and A-II . Figure 8.14 
showss that type A-II QPOs (triangles) were found both at higher and lower hardness than type 
A-II  (circles). The A-II subtype should therefore be regarded as a collective rather than a real 
type.. The two filled triangles (HC~0.012) can be identified with second harmonics and are 
forr that reason different from the A-I observations, where the fundamental was the dominant 
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harmonic.. The nature of the two observations represented by the open triangles in Figure 8.14 
remainss uncertain; their frequency is lower than expected on the basis of their hardness and in 
onee case an additional broad bump was observed in the power spectrum. 

Wee found that the frequencies of the high frequency QPOs and low frequency QPOs that 
weree detected simultaneously are well correlated (Fig. 8.22); it is mainly on the basis of 
thiss that we conclude that the different types (A, B, and C) of low frequency QPOs have 
thee same origin. Similar correlations have also been found for the low and high frequency 
QPOss in a number of neutron star source (e.g. van der Klis et al. 1996, 1997; Wijnands 
ett al. 1997; Jonker et al. 1998; Ford & van der Kli s 1998; Psaltis et al. 1999b; Markwardt 
ett al. 1999) and in neutron star and black hole sources for QPOs and broad noise components 
(Psaltiss et al. 1999a). The main correlation that was found for the neutron star and black hole 
sourcess extended over a frequency range of 0.1-1200 Hz, and was consistent with the relation 
VLFVLF = (42  3)(vHF/500HZ)°  '6, that was found in the neutron star Z sources (Psaltis 
ett al. 1999b,a). A second correlation was present in Figure 2 of Psaltis et al. (1999a) that was 
fittedfitted with vLF = 2.09 x 10-3(v„ f )

1 46 by Di Salvo et al. (2001) for data of 4U 1728-34. Both 
relationss are plotted in Figure 8.22 (dashed and dotted lines, respectively), and are apparently 
nott consistent with the data of XTE J1550-564. 

Thee fact that the data in Figure 8.22 are well fitted with four linear relations that do not 
passs through the origin excludes models in which \LF and VHF are related by a simple power 
laww expression. The four linear fits to the data in Figure 8.22 cross each odier at VLF ~ 0 HZ 
andd \HF ~ 75 Hz. 

Loww frequency QPOs were also found on the soft branch (15.6 Hz) and in the high state 
flaress (17.9 Hz). They were much weaker than the low frequency QPOs found on the hard 
branchess and had a rather high Q-value (~10). Their frequency was apparently correlated 
withh hard color (assuming that we observed the same harmonical component), unlike that of 
thee hard branch QPOs. The above suggests that the 15.6 Hz and 17.9 Hz QPOs may have a 
differentt origin than the type A, B and C QPOs, and it may also explain why the only 18 Hz 
QPOO (MJD 51239) reported by Sobczak et al. (2000b) did not follow the relation between 
QPOO properties and the spectral parameters seen on the hard branches. On the other hand, 
theree some clues that do suggest a relation with the type A, B, and C QPOs: when their values 
wouldd be plotted in Figure 8.14 they would lie close to the extrapolation of a line through the 
filledfilled symbols. Moreover, the 15.6 Hz and the 17.9 Hz QPO both fall on the empirical relation 
foundd by Wijnands & van der Klis (1999) for the low frequency QPO and break frequency 
foundd in many types of X-ray binaries, including black holes. Hence, it is not clear whether 
thesee QPO really have a different origin than the A, B, and C type QPOs, or that they only have 
appearr to be different because the hard spectral component is so much weaker. The properties 
off  the 16-18 Hz QPO are in fact remarkably similar to those of the 14-23 Hz QPO in GRO 
J1655-40,, studied by Sobczak et al. (2000b); the similarity extends to the frequency at which 
theyy are found, their amplitude, and their relation with the disk spectral parameters. Note 
thee apparent switch from a correlation of QPO frequency with hardness (15.6 Hz and 17.9 
Hzz QPOs) to an anticorrelation (A, B and C types) is probably not related the one reported 
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byy Rutledge et al. (1999, see above). They did not find QPOs in such spectrally soft states. 
Moreover,, the frequencies of the 15.6/17.9 Hz QPOs are still well above that of most A, B, 
andd C type QPOs. 

Thee range over which the fundamental of the low frequency QPOs is observed in XTE 
J1550-5644 is 0.1 Hz to 6 Hz (which includes the QPOs reported by Cui et al. (1998), but not 
thee 16-18 Hz QPOs discussed in the previous paragraph). Using the expression for the lowest 
linee in Figure 8.22, VHF = 38.1 (VLF 4-1.61), and assuming that the high frequency QPO is due 
too orbital motion at inner disc radius (/?,-„), VHF ^Rjn , one can estimate the corresponding 
changess in the inner disc radius. For the low frequency QPO changing from 0.1 to 6 Hz we 
findfind a decrease in Rt„  by a factor 2.6, which is comparable to what was found by di Matteo 
&&  Psaltis (1999) for other black hole systems. However, their relation between /?,„  and VLF 
wass based on the empirical relation between \u? and VHF found for neutron star sources by 
Psaltiss et al. (1999a). Using the relation of di Matteo & Psaltis (1999) we find a decrease in 
Ri„Ri„  by factor ~4.2. Both numbers suggest that the inner radius changes are rather small when 
aa black hole changes from a hard state (where the 0.1 Hz QPO was observed) to a much softer 
statee (where the 6 Hz QPO was observed). It should be noted that these changes may in fact 
bee somewhat larger if the 15.6/17.9 Hz QPO turns out to be related to the A, B, and C type 
QPOs,, and/or if the lowest peak in the Cui et al. (1998) power spectra is not the fundamental, 
butt a higher harmonic. 

Theree are two types of low frequency QPOs in the neutron star Z sources (Hasinger & 
vann der Kli s 1989) that may be compared with the low frequency QPOs in XTE J1550-
5644 (and other black hole candidates): these are the horizontal branch QPOs (HBO) and the 
normall  branch QPOs (NBO) (see van der Kli s 1995a for a review). Similar QPOs have also 
beenn found in a number of neutron star atoll sources. Of the two QPO types in Z sources 
itt is the HBO that bears most resemblance to the QPOs in XTE J1550-564. Unlike NBOs, 
HBOss have a strong harmonic content; e.g., in GX 340+0 the HBOs could be fitted with 
threee harmonically related peaks (1st, 2nd and 4th) plus a shoulder component for the second 
harmonicc (Jonker et al. 2000), similar to the type B QPOs in XTE J1550-564. HBOs are 
foundd in the 15-60 Hz range, and their frequency changes smoothly; NBOs are found in 
thee 6-20 Hz range, but their frequency changes are strongly related to sudden spectral/state 
changes.. Although the 6-20 Hz range of the NBOs is closer to the values we found for the 
loww frequency QPOs in XTE J1550-564, it should be noted that if one scales the frequency 
off  those low frequency QPOs with a factor ~5 (which is maximum vupper in the neutron star 
sourcess divided by the maximum VHF in XTE J1550-564), one gets values that are similar to 
thosee found for the HBO. Another indication that the QPOs in XTE J1550-564 are related to 
thee HBOs (at least to the HBOs in the Z source GX 17+2, see Di Salvo et al. 2000; J. Homan 
ett al. 2001, in preparation) is the fact that they are both observed when a hard power law tail is 
presentt in the energy spectrum, and that both show an anticorrelation between their frequency 
andd the strength of this high energy component. Finally we note that the HBO in Z sources 
iss accompanied by a low frequency noise component that becomes stronger when the HBO 
frequencyy decreases, which is similar to what is observed in XTE J1550-564, where a strong 
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noisee componentt develops when the QPO frequency drops (see also figures in Cui et al. 1999 
andd Remillard et al. 1999a). 

Whenn comparing the properties of the 0.01-0.1 Hz noise in the high state flares with 
thosee in between the flares, we find that in the flares the noise was stronger, but had a softer 
fractionall  rms spectrum, whereas the overall X-ray spectrum of the source was harder. Though 
thiss might at first appear remarkable, it is in perfect agreement with the assumption that the 
extraa noise is associated with the hard power law component. A hard spectral component, 
withh associated noise that remains a constant fraction of it, in combination with a soft spectral 
componentt that remains unchanged, will lead to a softer fractional spectral dependence of the 
noisee when the hard component increases. 

Thee transition observed on MJD 51254 showed many similarities to the "dips" and "flip -
flops"flops" observed in GX 339 1̂ and GS 1124-68 (Miyamoto & Kitamoto 1991; Takizawa et al. 
1997),, although the time scale of the transition we observed (~100 s) is quite long compared 
too the transitions in these dips and flip-flops. Both showed a QPO in their upper count rate 
levell  (but not in their lower level), and a somewhat stronger noise in their lower count rate 
level.. Like in GX 339-4 and GS 1124-68 the transition occurred in a region in the CD where 
powerr law noise changes to band-limited noise. Also, the count rate differences (~10%) 
weree accompanied by relatively subtle spectral differences, showing that on these short time 
scaless spectral hardness and power spectral properties do not correlate as well as they do on 
longerr time scales. The transition probably originated in the accretion disc component; the 
frequencyy of the QPOs before and after the transition were different and indicate that the inner 
diskk radius had decreased a few percent. This change did apparently not affect the spectrum 
off  the disk component, since the soft color remained constant. The hard color on the other 
handd did change, but certainly not as dramatically as the count rate. A slow decrease in the 
hardd color started around the time of the transition maybe reflecting some kind of cooling of 
thee hard spectral component. 

8.77 Conclusions 

Ourr main conclusions are summarized as followed: 

1.. XTE J1550-564 was found to change between spectrally hard and soft states on time 
scaless of days to weeks. These transition took place at a more or less constant 2-60 keV 
countt rate level, and were found at count rate levels that differed by up to a factor 1000. 

2.. As the spectral hardness increased, both the spectral and variability properties changed 
fromm HS via IS to LS. We regard the VHS as an instance of the IS. 

3.. At least two physical parameters seem to be necessary to account for the behavior of 
XTEE J1550-564. These parameters vary to a large extent independently from each 
other.. One of these parameters is probably the mass accretion rate (through the disk). 
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Thee other parameter seems to determine the state of the source and may for instance be 
thee (relative) size of a Comptonizing region. 

4.. The inner disc radius, as inferred from variability properties, increases by a factor of 
3-44 as the source moves from the HS to the LS. 

5.. The properties of the QPOs (frequency, coherence and harmonic content) as well as the 
shapee and strength of the broad band noise (weak power law or strong band-limited) are 
welll  correlated with spectral hardness. 

6.. The frequencies of the low and high frequency QPOs correlated well with each other, 
butt in a way that is inconsistent with empirical relations found for the low and high 
frequencyy QPOs in neutron star systems. 
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